TEACHING TOLERANCE THROUGH TEACHING TOLERANCE STRATEGY*:

*Source: [https://www.tolerance.org/magazine/publications/speak-up-at-school/in-the-moment/basic-strategies](https://www.tolerance.org/magazine/publications/speak-up-at-school/in-the-moment/basic-strategies)

1) **Interrupt**
"Speak up against every biased remark, every time it happens". Letting one go sends an inconsistent message, that it’s ok to say discriminating things. Interrupt it every time, without any exception.

2) **Question**
Asking exploratory questions in response to biased remarks is an important step after first interruption phase: “Why have you said this thing?” “What do you mean?”

3) **Educate**
Hate is not behind all hateful speech, sometimes the reason for bad behaviours is the ignorance and other times people don’t know the negative power behind words or phrases. So it is important to explain why a specific term or phrase is offensive, encouraging the person to choose a different expression.

4) **Echo**
Be always the eco of the first voice that interrupts bias. The echoing power of second, third, fourth voices can have a multiplying effect.